Optimal 3D reconstruction of coronary arteries for 3D clinical assessment.
A novel method is presented for 3D reconstruction of the coronary arteries. The algorithm refines the point correspondences between the arteries visible in a pair of monoplane X-ray fluoroscopy images acquired at different incidences. Traditional computer vision techniques use the RANSAC methods to discard outliers in a list of corresponding points. However, as these methods work for rigid motion primarily, we introduce a curvature constraint that relates the 2D and 3D Frenet information of the coronary artery centerlines. This constraint takes into account non-rigid movement of the arteries and also serves as a refinement tool to discard potential outlier points. Results show that for synthetic experiments with left-right anterior oblique (LAO/RAO) and posterior-left lateral (PA/LAT) viewing angles, the average 3D RMS errors are respectively 3.1mm and 1.9mm for the RANSAC method, and decrease to 2.8mm and 1.1mm by using our curvature constraint methodology. Similarly, clinical validation is performed on two datasets and the average 2D retroprojection errors are 3.34pixels and 2.24pixels, respectively.